Appendix E

Construction Site Stormwater Activities

March 2, 2017

RE: Clean Water Works Partnership Opportunity
62975 B OYD A CRES RD .
B END , O R 97701

Dear Construction Company Owner:

541-317-3000 opt. 2
Relay Users Dial 7-1-1
541-317-3046 fax
bendoregon.gov
MAYOR
Casey Roats
MAYOR PRO TEM
Sally Russell
CITY COUNCILORS
Justin Livingston

The City of Bend Stormwater Utility would like to partner with you to help
keep our waters clean. If you appreciate clean water and business
enhancement, please consider this voluntary opportunity. The City of Bend
is undertaking an exciting incentive-based watershed campaign entitled
Clean
Water
Works.
Please
see
our
website
at:
bendoregon.gov/cleanwaterworks. Here you can see that we have both
educational and partnership aspects to the campaign.
We are seeking to support businesses that are working to keep our waters
clean. We have selected Construction Industry businesses within the City of
Bend as potential Clean Water Works Partners. Should
you choose to participate, the City would like to reward
you by providing the following promotional materials:

Bill Moseley
Bruce Abernethy
Nathan Boddie
Barb Campbell
CITY MANAGER
Eric King

Promotion on our “Discounts and Partners” page on
our website (bendoregon.gov/cleanwaterworkspartners)
and by other electronic media means (e.g., mention on
Facebook, Twitter, or radio advertisements). We will
actively encourage people to visit this page beginning in
April through December, 2017 and likely beyond. The
campaign will include: TV, radio, print, events and social
media.
Decal—The City will provide you a Clean Water Works window decal
(see image at right) to help advertise your business as one that cares about
Clean Water!
Discount Card—The City will list your business and the discount of your
choosing (e.g., 5% off supplies, free estimate, free hat) on our website
“Discount and Partner” page, and if you respond by April 9, 2017 we will on
a first come/first served basis list your business and discount on the back of
our discount cards that we will print and distribute at outreach events during
throughout the 2017 campaign and mention your business in a Clean Water
Works partner radio advertisement. The discount card will also be available
on line for your customers to print. (See example discount card.)

 Employee Giveaways—The City will provide you and your employees (should
you wish) Clean Water Works Partner logo-ed products for your enjoyment.
 Display Holder Promotion for your customer waiting
area with a Clean Water Works Partner outreach sheet
promoting your participation as a company that cares
about clean water to your customers.
The partnership works like this—if you meet the following basic
steps for your business category, just fill out the attached
certification form and you can take part. The criteria for your
business category is as follows:
 You have registered for a Bend Business license (and if
you are receiving this letter, then you already have!),
 You agree to follow best management practices for
keeping construction related pollutants including sediments out of the streets and
storm drains (see the attached Sediment Prevention For Businesses fact sheet
and “Other Resources” materials therein for guidance);
 You agree to share the Construction Site Stormwater Guide
(http://www.bendoregon.gov/home/showdocument?id=13976 and enclosed) to
your staff and subcontractors (we can provide multiple hard copies upon request);
 You agree to label your business’ onsite catch basins with a pollution-prevention
message—good news, the City can provide a free “do not dump” storm drain
marker for your use if your office drains are not already marked.
 You agree to honor the discount that you specify through at least Dec. 31, 2017.
Just review the enclosed “Sediment Prevention for Businesses” fact sheet, complete the
short partnership form and email it to me at wedde@bendoregon.gov or fax it to 541-3173046. You may also mail it to my attention at: 62975 Boyd Acres Road, Bend, OR 97701.
Please contact me directly at 541-317-3018 should you have any questions. And
remember, if you contact me by April 9, 2017, we will do our best to include your business
name on the back of the Discount card, and a mention of your business on our fall radio
commercial on a first come first served basis.
Remember, this is a voluntary program and a means to appreciate your interest and
efforts in keeping our river and drinking waters clean. Should you have any questions or
if you wish additional fact sheets or illustrated best management practices guides to
distribute to your staff/subcontractors, please do not hesitate to contact me at the phone
number or email above.
We look forward to working with you.
Sincerely,

Wendy Edde, CSM, Stormwater Program Manager
City of Bend Utility Department
Att: Sediment Prevention for Businesses, ACWA Construction Guide, Clean Water Works Partnership form

Clean Water Works
2017 Partnership
Participation

Yes! I would like my business to be recognized as a Clean Water Works Partner! I certify that I/my business will
meet the overall criteria of the Clean Water Works Partnership program to participate.

Name (Please Print)

Signature

Business Name

Business Category

# of Employees (optional)
For # of Handouts /CWW giveaways

# of Point of Purchase Displays Requested
(5”x7” Tabletop Displays)

Discount I Will Offer and Honor

Discount End Date (if any)

☐ I would like City staff to give a brief presentation to us on clean water best management practices.
So that we may contact you to coordinate on the promotional materials, please provide the following
information (please print clearly):

Email Address

Phone

Business Website

Please scan and email to Wendy Edde, Stormwater Program Manager, City of Bend at
wedde@bendoregon.gov, fax 541-317-3046, or mail to 62975 Boyd Acres Road, Bend, OR 97701. If you would
like to be recognized with your logo, please send that as well either together with this form or as soon as
possible thereafter (.jpg, .png, .tiff, High resolution (>300 dpi). Any questions, please contact Wendy at
541-317-3018.

SEDIMENT PREVENTION FOR
BUSINESSES

Pollutant of Concern: Sediments
Help Keep Excess Sediment Out of Our Rivers & Stormwater Facilities.
What is sediment?
Sediment is loose soil like sand, clay, small rocks like gravel, or silt that can come as a result of soil erosion,
winter traction materials, or plant decomposition.
Soils are Natural, So What’s the Problem?
While some sediment is natural in surface water, in urban areas the amount of man-made sediment is high
above natural levels. Sediment covers, compacts and clogs.





Sediment can make water cloudy (turbid) and prevent animals from seeing food. The Deschutes River
through Bend is listed for sediment and turbidity as a pollutant of concern.
Sediment can clog fish gills, cover spawning areas and the habitats where the small organisms that form
the basis for the food chain live.
Nutrients transported by sediment can accelerate algae and plant growth that can ultimately affect
oxygen levels in the water. The Deschutes River through Bend are listed for these types of pollutants of
concern.
Sediment deposits in rivers can alter the flow of water and reduce water depth, which makes navigation
and recreational use more difficult.

Sediment can clog stormwater facilities and result in flooding problems. If the sediment clogs beyond the drywell
cylinder and into the surrounding drainage rock, the entire drywell would need to be replaced, which
unnecessarily adds costs. Drill holes clog even more easily

What can you do as a commercial business?
Prevention is key. Use best management practices (BMPs) to keep
soils from moving in the first place, and to keep sediments swept up
and managed.
All
o

Excess sediment is considered an illicit discharge. If you spot
excess sediment in the roadway or sediment that could
potential reach stormwater facilities (such as picture at right),
contact City of Bend at 541-317-3000.

Commercial Business
o Vegetate bare spots in your landscaping.
o

Sweep entrances, sidewalks, driveways and parking lots on a regular basis instead of hosing them off.
Washing these areas results in sediment and other pollutants running off into streams, rivers and lakes.

o

Inspect and clean your onsite stormwater facilities annually.

o

Train landscape maintenance staff to blow dirt, dust and grass clippings back into the grass and not onto
sidewalks or paved surfaces, or to collect and compost or dispose of properly in a bin.

o

Avoid mowing within 10 to 25 feet from the edge of a stream or river. This will create a safe buffer
zone that will help minimize erosion and naturally filter stormwater runoff that may contain sediment.

POLLUTANT: SEDIMENT

What Can You Do as a Builder/Contractor?
Builders/Contractors
 Install erosion control BMPs (e.g., catch basin
inlet protection, waddles or silt fence) before
you begin site clearing/grading.


Install temporary gravel construction entrance,
never use erodible materials (i.e. gavel, dirt or
sand) as ramps for protecting existing curbs.



Never stockpile any material in the roadway.
Properly secure stockpiles.



Sweep up material that gets tracked out onto
the roadway daily.



Sediment is not allowed to come off any construction site, whether or not your site is required to
have an erosion and sediment control plan or a grading and drainage permit. For additional information,
review the Central Oregon Stormwater Manual, Chapter 9 and the “ACWA Construction Site Stormwater
Guide” (see Other Resources, below).

Other Resources:
ACWA Construction Guide
www.oracwa.org/documents/ACWASWSiteGuide0313w.pdf
Central Oregon Stormwater Manual, Chapter 9
https://newcoic.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/2010rev-chapter-9-esc.pdf
Bend Code Title 16.10, Clearing Grading, and Erosion Control on Construction Sites
http://www.bend.or.us/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=7216
See Sections 16.20 (Illicit Discharge); 16.10.20 (Grading Permits)
Oregon DEQ 1200-C Permits
http://www.deq.state.or.us/wq/stormwater/constappl.htm
For additional information on permitting requirements contact the City of Bend Permit Center at 541-388-5570.
Fines & Penalties
Violating Bend Code Title 16 is a Class-A Civil Infraction, and could result in a maximum civil penalty of $750.00
per day. Each day that a violation remains uncured in effect is a separate violation.

Accomodation Information for People with Disabilities
To obtain this information in an alternate format such as Braille, large
print, electronic formats and audio cassette tape please contact Karen
Morris at 541-693-2141 or email kmorris@bendoregon.gov.

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments

2/10/2017

1

20856 Rorick Dr

Compliant Investigation

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Snow melt and sediment flowing from the undeveloped lots
into the neighboring developed lot; Also noticed topsoil and
sediment stored near unprotected catch-basins; spoke with
project manager with Monte Vista Homes; Catch basins are to
be protected and sediment tracking and storage of materials is
not allowed in ROW

2/17/2017

3

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Compliant Investigation

Open

River/Surface Waters

Yes

Verbal Warning

SFR development; Lacking ESC BMPs, spoke with on-site
contractor; Showed him the plans; Requested that he install sedfencing and develop daily sweeping procedure for ROW

2/21/2017

4

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

Compliant Investigation

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Site Visit; No staff present on site; a better construction
entrance has been installed; installed untrenched straw waddles
at front edge of site; sediment still tracking onto ROW

2/21/2017

3

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Follow-up

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

No

None

2/23/2017

5

61549-61551 Alstrup Rd

Compliant Investigation

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

2/23/2017

2/23/2017

6

3

20343 Lois Way

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Compliant Investigation

Follow-up

Open

In Progress

UIC

River/Surface Waters

Yes

Yes

SFR development; Lacking ESC BMPs; Oil and sediment flowing
into catch basin; Talked to the on-site contractor, notified him
that he cant have sediment tracking into the ROW and that inlet
protection is needed; Told him that I would be back later in the
week
Subdivision esc complaint; Spoke with on-site manager; lacking
BMPs; notified him that he cant have sediment tracking into the
ROW and that inlet protection is needed; told him that I will
check back within the next couple weeks; handed out contact
info

Verbal Warning

Subdivision esc complaint; lacking BMPs; notified him that he
cant have sediment tracking into the ROW and that inlet
protection is needed; Storage of soil in the ROW is prohibited
and that wood should be used for construction ramps

Verbal Warning

Sediment has been cleaned up from the ROW though it is still an
issue; Inlet protect is still needed; spoke with same on-site
contractor, he has filter fabric and will install inlet protection
today; recommended he use wood ramps instead of sediment;
will be checking back in with him the next couple of weeks;
handed out contact info

2/23/2017

4

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Site Visit; Spoke with on-site mechanic (only available staff);
explained to him that the waddling is installed incorrectly and
sediment tracking/erosion is still an ongoing problem; handed
out my contact inform and requested that the GC call me asap

2/24/2017

5

61549-61551 Alstrup Rd

Follow-up

In Progress

UIC

No

None

Drive-by with DEQ, Inlet protect was present but installed
incorrectly; issues still present; will check back within the next
couple weeks

2/24/2017

11

2360-2418 NE Moonlight Dr

Phone Call

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Drive-by with DEQ, Inlet protect was present but installed
incorrectly; issues still present; will check back within the next
couple weeks; stockpiles in the ROW have been reduced

2/24/2017

10

1418 NW Elgin Ave

Referral

Open

River/Surface Waters

Yes

Verbal Warning

2/24/2017

7

2163 NW Lemhi Pass Dr

Routine

Open

UIC

No

None

2/24/2017

8

649 NW Compass Ln

Routine

Open

UIC

No

None

Drive-by with DEQ, Inlet protect was present but installed
incorrectly/broken; will check back within the next couple
weeks
Drive-by with DEQ, Inlet protect was present; sediment tracking
into the ROW is a main concern; will check back within the next
couple weeks
Drive-by with DEQ, Inlet protect was present; sediment tracking
into the ROW is a main concern; will check back within the next
couple weeks

Date
2/24/2017

Site ID #
13

Site Name (Location)
2001 NE Linnea Dr

Type of Action
Routine

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided
Open

UIC

No

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments

None

Drive-by with DEQ; sediment tracking into the ROW is a main
concern; not high enough of a priority to trigger a follow-up

2/24/2017

9

2724 NW Shields Dr

Routine

NA

UIC

No

None

John (PED) forwarded this case; he had an on-site meeting
today with a contractor regarding some upcoming ROW work
for this SFD. I informed the site foreman for Woodhill Homes
that they must remove the pile of material and snow mix
located in the ROW. He stated that he would get in touch with
his excavation contractor and get it removed or relocated; Will
make site visit next week

2/24/2017

6

20343 Lois Way

Routine Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

None

Phone call received from Donnie (excavator) that they hit drain
rock of public drywell and would like to be red tagged; GC was
pushing them to continue work. Forwarded case to Kyle
Thomas; he halted work in the area till further inspection.

3/1/2017

11

2360-2418 NE Moonlight Dr

Routine

NA

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Site visit with Darren (PDE) to inspect the sed fencing and meet
the onsite contractors; Sed fencing not completely installed; will
finish this weekend and Darren to check back next week
Site visit with Darren (PDE) to inspect the sed fencing and
tracking into the ROW; Trent (Builder) has recently installed sed
fencing around perimeter of site but not installed correctly
(need trenching and sewn-in pocket fencing installed
backwards); site drains back in towards itself making the sed
fencing not a high priority to be fixed; Notified Trent to avoid
tracking into ROW and that a routine street sweeping procedure
is needed; Follow-up not needed

3/1/2017

13

2001 NE Linnea Dr

Routine

Closed

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

3/1/2017

14

20798 NE High Desert Ln

Routine

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

3/1/2017

12

1810 NE Neff Rd

Routine Inspection

NA

UIC

Yes

None

3/2/2017

3/2/2017

10

14

1418 NW Elgin Ave

20798 NE High Desert Ln

Compliant Investigation

Follow-up

Open

Closed

River/Surface Waters

UIC

Yes

Yes

Site visit with Darren (PDE) to inspect the sed fencing and
tracking into the ROW; most work has been completed and
sediment in the ROW has been swept up; inlet protection is new
and properly installed
Site visit with Darren (PDE) to inspect the sed fencing and slope
erosion issue

Verbal Warning

Met with Cory (Builder) and discussed the importance of slope
stabilization especially on the top edge of the slope; Darren had
mistakenly told Cory to install sed fence on the top corner of the
slope instead of the toe of the slope; Recommended that he
install one of the forms of slope stabilization; stabilization BMPs
should have been required for on-site plans but they were not
shown; Cory will fix/remove sed fencing and fill in scoured areas
along slope. Construction is near completion on the eastern
building and roof runoff will now be collected in gutter system;
Darren is going to check back with him next week

Verbal Warning

Met Mike Sippila (Builder); explained to him why he cant have
large stockpile of soil/snow in ROW and how this area is
especially important due the fact that it drains to the river;
recommended that he remove the soil and push the snow back
on to his property. He says that he will have it completed by
Friday and/or Saturday; I will follow-up next week.

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

3/2/2017

15

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Referral

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

3/3/2017

10

1418 NW Elgin Ave

Phone Call

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

3/3/2017

15

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Phone Call

In Progress

UIC

No

None

3/6/2017

10

1418 NW Elgin Ave

Follow-up Inspection

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

3/6/2017

15

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Phone Call

In Progress

UIC

Yes

None

3/7/2017

3/7/2017

10

15

1418 NW Elgin Ave

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Follow-up Inspection

Follow-up Inspection

Open

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

UIC

No

Yes

Case Progress/Comments
Referral from John (PDE); SFR development by Simplicity Homes
by Hayden Homes; Inlet protection concerns, sediment tracking
concerns, and large stockpile of soil/snow in ROW; Spoke with
Jeremy Nied (Project Manger) and requested that he complete
work and develop a routine maintenance procedure; will
remove stockpile next week.
Received phone call from Mike stating that work is in progress;
will verify next week
Left voicemail for Jeremy checking up on how the stockpile
removal is going
spoke with Jeremy; he has installed inlet protection in all catch
basins, swept streets, and has removed 75% of the stockpile;
reminded to stay on top of his maintenance; will make site visit
this week
Received phone call on the morning of 3/6/17 from Mike as he
stated that the excavator did not do as he asked; will make site
visit tomorrow

Verbal Warning

Met with Mike on site; the stockpile was slightly smaller and
moved on to the property, slope is still not stabilized and not
contained; mike will get his excavator back out tomorrow to
remove the debris and provide perimeter protection to the
stockpile; warned him that if this does not get taken care of
promptly that an NOV will be given out.

None

made a site visit; stockpile is completely removed; street still
needs to be swept up when dry; all catch basins have inlet
protection; Jeremy states that he will be very active in ensuring
that sediment stays off ROW and that BMPs are in place; I will
check back with him next week to see how the site is doing.
John (PDE) and I drove by the site and spoke with Mike;
excavator is onsite and are going to push the pile back to
property line; spoke with him about the potential melting of the
pile to result in sediment laden runoff into the ROW. 2:30pm
update: Wendy noticed that the stockpile got pushed further
back onto the property and the base has been trenched out to
prevent sediment escaping onto the ROW.

3/8/2017

10

1418 NW Elgin Ave

Follow-up Inspection

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

Verbal Warning

3/8/2017

10

1418 NW Elgin Ave

Phone Call

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

3/8/2017

11

2360-2418 NE Moonlight Dr

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

3/9/2017

10

1418 NW Elgin Ave

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

River/Surface Waters

No

None

3/9/2017

17

63027 Lower Meadow Dr

Pre-Con Meeting

Open

UIC

Yes

None

3/10/2017

11

2360-2418 NE Moonlight Dr

Compliant Investigation

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

ROW Precon meeting; went over inlet protection and my
potential site visit later this month
Received phone call from Mike at 4:30pm saying that he has
finished the work and would like me to make a site visit to
approve his work.
Stock pile has been reduced and pushed back to property; Sed
fence has been installed around the perimeter of the stock pile;
case is closed
Precon meeting discussed the need for inlet protect on the
downstream catch basins and proper management of any
stockpiles created from excavation.
Dust complaint from Kyle; Crews were sweeping the ROW in the
morning; told Donnie and Trent about being aware of the dust
and be mindful of the surrounding community. They are doing a
good job at managing the tracking into the ROW.

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments

3/14/2017

18

471 SE Glengarry pl

Compliant Investigation

Closed

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Compliant from David Oak; Sediment tracking into the ROW;
Spoke with Tony Johns (Builder) and he has already resolved the
majority of the issue; Explained the reasons why the city is
enforcing sediment and erosion control; follow-up inspection
not necessary

3/14/2017

19

2025-2085 NE 6th St

Routine Inspection

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Sediment tracking and storage of materials in the ROW; spoke
with Rob March (Builder) and explained that he needs to
prevent soil from going into the ROW; will follow-up next week

3/16/2017

1

20856 Rorick Dr

Email

Closed

UIC

No

None

3/16/2017

1

20856 Rorick Dr

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

3/16/2017

8

649 NW Compass Ln

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Ken emailed me a picture of the topsoil removed off the ROW.

3/17/2017

16

1050 SW Yates Dr

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Met Chris Henningson and John Umbarger at the site with the
gc, excavator, and engineer. We went over the ESC on the
grading plans. Asked the excavator to give me a call when they
are installing the sed fencing
Met Luke Mclain (excavation sup for Lathom) onsite to check on
the installation of the sed fence and other ESCs. Sed fence
installation looks good. He also discussed the need for a second
construction entrance. I told him to check with Kyle for Traffic
control reasons before laying drain rock over both entrances. I
was fine with two entrances as long as the const entrances were
built to spec.

3/22/2017

16

1050 SW Yates Dr

Routine Inspection

NA

UIC

Yes

None

3/23/2017

3

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Email

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

No

None

3/23/2017

4

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

3/23/2017

8

649 NW Compass Ln

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

3/23/2017

19

2025-2085 NE 6th St

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

3/23/2017

15

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

None

3/23/2017

15

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Phone Call

In Progress

UIC

No

Verbal Warning

Tracking and storage of materials in ROW has improved; Topsoil
storage in one particular area is still present; talked to Ken
(Landscaper for development); He will remove the pile shortly
and notify me.
Private street is impacted with a lot of sediment; damaged
biobags holding back sediment around catch basin; spoke with
Jade Mare (Brooks resource) to have street swept and inlet
protection replaced.

Emailed John (PDE) to get main contact with project site; I had
spoken to the lead before but lost his #
Street is clean but there is still sediment on the sidewalk and
piled up to the curb; The inlet protection needs to be
maintained; excavator is no longer working on site; left a
message with Ryan Duble (RD Building) and spoke with George
onsite (RD Building employee)
Street has been swept and inlet protection has been
maintained; spoke with on-site builders about keeping
sediment and debris off the ROW; follow-up not needed
Compliance attempt has been made; A stock pile of sediment
has been removed at the corner of 7th and isabella; street has
been swept but sediment is still unstabilized and has spilled
over into the ROW; spoke to Rob March and he is going to take
care of it asap; will check back with him next
Street has been swept; tracking is still an issue with some of the
lots; some of the inlet protection has failed or needs to be
maintained; left a voicemail for Jeremy
Spoke with Jeremy and he is going to resolve the issues asap; I
recommended him to do a weekly inspection; I told him that I
will make a surprise visit when I happen to be in the area and
that I wont mark the site closed until stormwater compliance
meets my satisfaction

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

4/3/2017

3

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

No

None

4/3/2017

7

2163 NW Lemhi Pass Dr

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

Verbal Warning

4/3/2017

4/3/2017

4

3

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Phone Call

Phone Call

In Progress

In Progress

UIC

River/Surface Waters

No

No

Case Progress/Comments
Referral follow-up (from Troy) with sediment washing out on to
the ROW from Friday; Currently no sign of sediment on ROW;
street and sidewalk looks to be freshly swept and cleaned. No
further investigation necessary
Site Visit; Issues have not been resolved

None

Spoke with Ryan (RD Building); He has been sweeping the street
regularly; I informed him on replacing the inlet protection and
to push the sediment back a few feet from the curb on that
corner lot. I told him to please contact me when he gets that
work complete so I can make a site visit to verify that the work
is complete and that I can close it out.

None

Spoke with Rob (excavator Taylor NW) and informed him of
sediment tracking onto the ROW; inlet protection needs to be
repaired and construction entrance needs to be refreshed. I
also gave his boss (Scott) a call and left a message to give me a
call back.

4/3/2017

8

649 NW Compass Ln

Referral

NA

UIC

No

None

Spoke with John (latham) about keeping the sidewalk free of
sediment and debris; He will get a man on it and notify me asap;
Work has not been done on-site for the past 4 weeks; work
starts up again in a few weeks the perimeter controls and const
entrance will need to be refreshed. John will notify me.

4/4/2017

20

2974 NE Oakley Ct

Compliant Investigation

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Returned Scott's call, He will get the street swept, construction
entrance refreshed, and inlet protection replaced. He will give
me a call tomorrow when he gets that fixed.

4/4/2017

4

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

None

4/4/2017

15

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

None

4/4/2017

7

2163 NW Lemhi Pass Dr

Phone Call

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/4/2017

20

2975 ME Oakley Ct

Referral

Open

UIC

No

None

4/5/2017

20

2975 NE Oakley Ct

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

None

4/6/2017

7

2163 NW Lemhi Pass Dr

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

4/6/2017

20

2976 NE Oakley Ct

Phone Call

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

4/6/2017

21

20791 EGYPT DR

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Referral from Jason (CC) about sediment pile from room
addition excavation
Ryan has cleared sidewalk and street; He still needs to replace
inlet protection; I left him a voicemail message
Inlet protection still needs to be replaced and street needs to be
swept; I left a voice mail with Jeremy; NOV needs to be issued if
compliance cannot be met.
Spoke with home owner Shelley Babcock; She will have
excavator remove sediment pile by the end of the day. Will
make follow-up site visit tomorrow.
Sediment pile has been removed but street needs to be swept; I
left a voicemail on Shelley's phone.
Spoke with Homeowner (Darren Babcock) and he sent me a
picture of the swept up ROW; he states that he has swept up
twice and this is the best he can do; I explained the potential
impacts of sediments in the stormdrain conveyance; this case
no longer needs a follow-up inspection.
ROW Precon meeting; discussed ESC and the need for sed
fencing if the site drains back in towards itself. Jason (BRPD) is
going to schedule a walk around with Darren (PDE) and to
determine where ESCs need to be placed.
construction entrances have been refreshed with new drain
rock, tracking has been reduced, and inlet protection has been
replaced; Left a voicemail with Scott explaining that I will for
now mark his case closed since he is meeting compliance
standards.

Date

4/12/2017

4/13/2017

Site ID #

21

15

Site Name (Location)

20791 EGYPT DR

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Type of Action

Routine Inspection

Follow-up Inspection

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

NA

In Progress

UIC

UIC

Yes

No

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments

None

Met with Jason and Lauren to discuss ESCs; ROW plans shows
sed fencing along the entire edge of Egypt; which is not
necessary since the site drains back into itself; I told them that I
would prefer to see sed fencing along a small section of the site,
Witches Hats for inlet protection, and a consistent refreshing of
drain rocks of construction entrances.

None

Street has been swept and some of the inlet protection has
been refreshed; tracking into the ROW has been lessened and
material storage is kept onsite; spoke with Jeremy and he is
going to immediately finish the remaining inlet protections; I
told him that is site is good but due to the size of the project I
would like for him to create a signed document stating his plan
for ESCs. Once I receive and approve the document the site will
be deemed closed.

4/13/2017

3

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

No

Verbal Warning

Sidewalk is still covered in sediments; Called John about getting
it cleaned and warned him that I will have to issue an NOV in a
week if it doesn’t get resolved; He claims that he will have
someone out to fix it. If compliance is not achieved by 4/19/17
NOV will be issued.

4/13/2017

4

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

Site visit; street is cleaned and inlet protection has been
refreshed; left voicemail to Ryan explaining to leave extra fabric
along edges to provide a place to hold saturated fabric when
lifting the grate; Site meets satisfactory compliance standards.

4/13/2017

19

2025-2085 NE 6th St

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

4/14/2017

15

62782 NW Imbler Dr

Email

Closed

UIC

No

None

4/14/2017

22

500 SW Bond St

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

Satisfactory performance standards have been achieved;
sediment stock piles have been pushed away from the curb line
and back on to the property, tracking from lots have been
greatly reduced, and street has been routinely swept. Site is
closed.
Jeremy sent me a Stormwater Compliance Agreement stating
his ESC plans going forward. The letter is saved on working
internal documents on SharePoint.

None

Onsite precon meeting with Latham and other various people
involved; discussed ESCs such as sed fencing, construction
entrance, concrete washout, and inlet protection on the street. I
told Gabe that I expect to see the manufactured curb filter
inserts for the one inlet on Bond. He will give me a call when he
is finished installing the sed fencing onsite.

4/19/2017

23

1420 NW Ogden

Compliant Investigation

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Evidence of sediment running off property into nearby catch
basin; spoke with property owner Brian Shelk; His onsite drywell
failed scouring his front yard. In attempt to repair the problem
he dug his drywell deeper and re-hammered the rock. He
cleaned the street to the "best of his ability". His landscaper is
going to revegetate the hillside asap. In the meantime I need to
see sed fencing at the toe of unstabilized slope along with inlet
protection at the drain. I will check back next Thursday.

4/19/2017

3

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

River/Surface Waters

No

None

Sidewalks have been cleaned; I will check back with them once
construction starts back up.

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

4/19/2017

5

61549-61551 Alstrup Rd

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/19/2017

6

20343 Lois Way

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

None

4/19/2017

24

Basecamp (15 SW Colorado Ave)

Routine Inspection

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

4/19/2017

25

SE Cameron Ave

Routine Inspection

Open

UIC

No

Verbal Warning

4/19/2017

26

Reed Ln and Parrell Rd

Routine Inspection

Closed

UIC

No

None

4/20/2017

23

1420 NW Ogden

Email

Closed

UIC

No

None

4/20/2017

27

750 NE Kearny Ave

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

4/20/2017

28

NW Crossing Phase 27

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

4/20/2017

29

Daly Estates

Referral

Open

UIC

No

None

Case Progress/Comments
ROW tracking issues; Spoke with Abe Kats (Sup) and he is going
to sweep street and draft a signed compliance agreement
stating his esc plans top prevent tracking and protect the storm
drains. Check Back next Friday.
Tracking issues; sed ramps being used and inlet protection
needs maintenance; spoke with Jordan (Sup) and discussed
what is needed to get into compliance. He will draft a
compliance agreement stating his sweeping procedure, tracking
issues and inlet protection. Will check back with him next
Friday.
1200c site that is completely stabilized with sed fencing
surrounding the perimeter; spoke with Krista (DEQ) to see if the
sed fence can be removed; she gave me the approval to let
Thomas know. I called Thomas and let him know that Sed fence
can be removed since its serving no purchase and looks bad in
the public eye.
Minor sediment tracking, sed ramps, sed on the sidewalk,
stockpiling in the ROW, inlet protection needed for some of the
site; spoke with company owner and sup to get a compliance
letter drafted and deficiencies resolved.
Routine Inspection; Sewn pocket fence is installed backwards
for most of the site; grading slope is not steep where sed fence
is much concern; tracking is not an issue; no follow-up
necessary.
Brian sent photos of inlet protection and sed fencing at toe of
slope; I requested that he extended the sed fence along the
driveway apron.
ROW Precon meeting; gravel ally way construction; construction
entrance was the only ESC discussed
ROW Precon meeting; NWX Phase 27, discussed inlet
protection; sed fencing, construction entrances, watering, and
street sweeping plans; I requested that
Darren (PDE) referral; stockpile storage, sediment tracking,
impacted stormdrains

4/20/2017

29

Daly Estates

Routine Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

None

Site Visit; loader was removing sediment from cul-de-sac at
corner of Daly and Thomas and also moved dropbox; met with
Cody to discuss ESCs; He is going to remove all sediment off the
ROW, clean street and catch basins, and create a signed letter
addressing street sweeping, tracking, inlet protection, and
stockpiling going forward. Will get inlet protection and sed
removed by Tuesday and check back with me.

4/25/2017

29

Daly Estates

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

met with Ross on site and inspected newly installed ESCs;
construction entrance, inlet protection, and perimeter sed
fencing looks good; suggested that he adds a section of sed
fence on the southwest corner of project site.

4/25/2017

28

NW Crossing Phase 27

Routine Inspection

Open

UIC

Yes

None

met with Cody onsite; street and catch basins are 90% cleaned;
will be back on Friday for a final ESC inspection and to pick up
signed compliance letter addressing ESC concerns.

Verbal Warning

Sed fencing along western perimeter of site is in working
condition but needs to be replaced; spoke with Wade and he
says that section will be graded below sidewalk by Thursday;
told him that I would be stopping by on Friday to check the
changes.

4/25/2017

30

Pettigrew Place

Routine Inspection

Open

UIC

Yes

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments

4/26/2017

32

20950 NE Talus Pl

Compliant Investigation

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Pre-grading meeting; Met with Evan (CDD), Chris Chambers, and
Justin (TNW) and discussed ESCs. Reviewed placement of sed
fence, inlet protection, water trucks, and slope stabilization
(tackifier and hydroseed) will most likely get applied around
June/July.

4/26/2017

31

Hidden Hills

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Drive by check up; corner lot has stock piles of sediment on the
sidewalk and a little bit on the ROW; called Tony Johns to take
care of it and to be more proactive about ESC issues. He agrees
and will notify me when street and sidewalk gets swept.

4/26/2017

33

529 SE Glenwood Dr

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

4/26/2017

18

471 SE Glengarry pl

Routine Inspection

Closed

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/27/2017

5

61549-61551 Alstrup Rd

Email

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/27/2017

29

Daly Estates

Email

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/27/2017

29

Daly Estates

Phone Call

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/27/2017

30

Pettigrew Place

Phone Call

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/28/2017

12

1810 NE Neff Rd

Compliant Investigation

NA

UIC

Yes

None

4/28/2017

32

20950 NE Talus Pl

Email

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

4/28/2017

6

20343 Lois Way

Email

In Progress

UIC

No

None

4/28/2017

6

20343 Lois Way

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

4/28/2017

5

61549-61551 Alstrup Rd

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

4/28/2017

25

SE Cameron Ave

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

No

Verbal Warning

4/28/2017

12

1810 NE Neff Rd

Phone Call

NA

UIC

Yes

None

4/28/2017

12

1810 NE Neff Rd

Referral

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Compliant from David Oak about concrete in the public swale;
David B and I made a site visit; I noticed a large stock pile near a
catch basin; Spoke with Jesse and he will relocate/remove the
stockpile with the next couple of days; will notify me when work
is complete.
Pre-grading meeting; Met with Parker and Evan (CDD);
discussed sed fencing and construction entrance; his
construction plans are vague, Evan wants to see updated plans
for any deviation from the current plans.
Email Conversation with Scott Wolf; He sent an email with
compliance agreement addressing ESC concerns; will have site
visit tomorrow to verify compliance.
Cody will finalize street cleaning and get letter written by Friday;
NOV will be issued if compliance is not achieved by Monday.
Sed fence has been removed as site is now graded below
sidewalk; Inlet protection along Daly Estates needs to be
replaced and street needs to be swept; spoke to Wade; he will
coordinate with Cody next door to sweep street, remove
sediment piles, and replace inlet protection.
Cody emailed Stormwater Compliance Letter including his
action place to address stormwater deficiencies; will check site
on Monday 5/1 to verify compliance.
Jesse emailed me a picture of the removed sediment pile and
newly replaced inlet protection; he has also removed the
hardened concrete from the public swale across the cul-de-sac.
Sed fence has been removed and ground is stabilized.
Email received with Compliance Agreement Letter; will make
site visit later today to verify compliance.
Minimum compliance standards have been met; sediment piles
have been removed off the ROW and inlet protection is in place;
warned Jordan that if non-compliance is noted again then NOV
will be issued.
Minimum compliance standards have been met; sediment piles
have been removed off the ROW and inlet protection is in place.
Roads have been swept; inlet protection in place; and tracking
has been reduced by the addition of drain rock and better
sweeping protocol.
Dust Compliant referral from Chris (EIPD)
Left voicemail with Wade; no response; will reach him on
Monday

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

4/28/2017

24

Basecamp (15 SW Colorado Ave)

Routine Inspection

Closed

River/Surface Waters

No

None

5/1/2017

12

1810 NE Neff Rd

Email

NA

UIC

Yes

None

5/1/2017

30

Pettigrew Place

Email

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

5/1/2017

12

1810 NE Neff Rd

Phone Call

NA

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

5/1/2017

29

Daly Estates

Phone Call

In Progress

UIC

No

None

5/2/2017

34

Rosengarth Estates

Compliant Investigation

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

5/2/2017

29

Daly Estates

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

No

None

5/2/2017

30

Pettigrew Place

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

No

None

5/2/2017

34

Rosengarth Estates

Referral

Open

UIC

No

None

5/2/2017

36

Columbia and Theater

Referral

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

5/3/2017

36

Columbia and Theater

Compliant Investigation

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

5/3/2017

34

Rosengarth Estates

Email

In Progress

UIC

Yes

None

5/3/2017

35

Lakeside Place

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

River/Surface Waters

Yes

None

5/4/2017

36

Columbia and Theater

Compliant Investigation

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

Yes

None

Case Progress/Comments
Site Visit; water trucks onsite and dust doesn’t seem to be an
issue, tracking onto Neff needs to be addressed, trucks are
bypassing construction entrance.
Sent Wade an email discussing dust, construction entrances,
and tracking.
Received call from Wade addressing all ESC issues discussed in
email; A permanent water truck has been placed onsite; trucks
will be required to use construction entrance if they want to
continue to work.
Reviewed plans; Inlet protection is required on Daly Estates;
Although Wade has already agreed to replace inlet protection
and clean street an email was sent to show him that it is
required since its stated on ESC plan.
Received text from Cody stating that the regional supervisor and
director of construction has made a site visit and that it looks
good; follow-up inspection to confirm compliance is scheduled
for tomorrow afternoon.
Referral from Paul Neiswonger and Kyle Thomas
site visit; met Project Manager Riley McCoy (Hayden Homes);
we walked the site and addressed ESC and BMP deficiencies; we
discussed tracking and storage of materials on ROW, inlet
protection and preventative measures such as watering,
construction entrances. I notified Riley that I'll be back on
Friday for a recheck inspection. He will send me his compliance
letter in the next couple of days.
site visit; minimum compliance standards have been met for the
time being.
Inlet protection still needs to be replaced/removed; street has
been swept and grading is near completion; spoke with Wade
and notified him of the inlet protection deficiencies; Rickabaugh
has ordered 30 Witches Hats for all projects that are arriving
tomorrow; Wade will notify me when inlet protection has been
replaced.
Wendy and David mentioned that Sed fencing along river facing
section of the site is improperly installed with air gap below
fence.
Riley sent me pictures of progress made in cleaning the ROW
and obtain a water truck; he will send me the compliance letter
within the next couple of days.
Pregrading meeting with Evan (CDD), project engineer,
developer, excavator and property owners; discussed ESCs; we
agreed upon putting emphasis on the river facing slope by
laying two rows of staked down straw waddles and using drain
rock for construction entrance; we all agreed that perimeter
control along the North, South, and East Side were not
necessary. Excavator or builder will give me a call when ESCs get
installed.
Site visit; left voicemail with project manager to address ESC
concerns and improperly installed sed fence, backwards and not
trenched.
Precon meeting; reviewed ESCs, met Kevin (Taylor NW) and
discussed a time later this month to arrange and site visit.

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments
Met Bart and Ryan onsite to have plan to fix sed fencing along
water front facing side; In the short term I would like to see
straw waddling staked in in front of sed fence, once excavation
onsite starts ~July I want to see fence properly installed; we also
addressed a few stockpiling issues in the street; inlet protection
was also addressed.
Pre-grading meeting; met Chris (PDE), Latham, and Engineers;
reviewed ESCs with sed fencing, waddling, inlet protection and
construction entrance.

5/4/2017

37

Stone Creek

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

5/5/2017

1

20856 Rorick Dr

Compliant Investigation

Closed

UIC

Yes

None

5/5/2017

38

Boneyard Brewing (Division St)

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Site visit; doubled-up straw waddles are placed properly and
construction entrance is going to be installed tomorrow.
Compliant from Mike Edwards; spoke to 3 different landscapers
hired by homeowners that were storing materials in the ROW.
Piles were actively being removed and street was to be swept
after removal; I explained to all landscapers that materials in the
ROW was not allowed.

5/5/2017

35

Lakeside Place

Routine Inspection

NA

River/Surface Waters

Yes

None

5/5/2017

39

Corner of Rorick and 18th

Routine Inspection

NA

UIC

Yes

None

5/9/2017

38

Boneyard Brewing (Division St)

Routine Inspection

NA

UIC

No

None

5/11/2017

34

Rosengarth Estates

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

None

5/11/2017

40

461 NE Emerson Ave

Referral

NA

UIC

Yes

None

5/11/2017

41

Federal and Galveston

Referral

Open

River/Surface Waters

Yes

Verbal Warning

5/11/2017

19

2025-2085 NE 6th St

Referral

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

5/12/2017

34

Rosengarth Estates

Email

In Progress

UIC

Yes

None

5/17/2017

41

Federal and Galveston

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

River/Surface Waters

No

None

5/17/2017

19

2025-2085 NE 6th St

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

No

None

Spoke with excavators that were grading onsite; expressed
concerns about sediment tracking since materials are being
exported offsite; Contractor noted that they sweep the road at
the end of every day.
Routine Inspection to check perimeter controls; waddling and
sed fence installed correctly
Referral from Kyle Thomas to investigate driveway and drainage
issue; spoke with owners Gary and Suzanne, and agreed that
pavers are allowed to replace the planned concrete driveway
and walkway.
Referral from Dan Danning for saw cutting in the street without
containment of dust suppression water; Spoke with Peter Hagan
and discussed inlet protection, wet vacuuming when cutting is
performed for the rest of the job, and storage of materials on
curb line. He texted me a picture of newly installed inlet
protection.
Significant progress has been made; streets have been cleaned
and inlet protection has been installed; dozer needs to be
removed off ROW and gravel entrance needs to be replaced
with drain rock; Riley will email me the compliance letter by
tomorrow at the latest
Referral from Scott Winter; sediment ramps, tracking onto road
and lacking inlet protection; spoke with Rob and would like to
see compliance achieved by next week.
Riley emailed his compliance letter; still waiting on a few minor
compliance issues to be resolved before closing the case.
Pre-grading meeting with Evan (EIPD), Engineer, Builder, and
Excavator. Discussed ESCs; Construction Entrances,
manufactured inlet protection, dust control, and sed fence in
areas that are needed (site is subgrade or flat. Excavators will
give me a call when ESCs are installed.
Spoke with Justin; he had a question regarding sed fence
alternative on top of rock, approved double row of straw
waddling flush to ground.

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

5/17/2017

31

Hidden Hills

Phone Call

NA

UIC

Yes

None

5/17/2017

42

American Lane Industrial Park

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

5/18/2017

24

Basecamp (15 SW Colorado Ave)

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

River/Surface Waters

Yes

None

5/31/2017

34

Rosengarth Estates

Follow-up Inspection

Closed

UIC

No

None

5/31/2017

43

Mt Bachelor Court

Referral

Open

River/Surface Waters

Yes

Verbal Warning

6/6/2017

45

19576 Century Dr

Compliant Investigation

In Progress

UIC

Yes

None

6/6/2017

43

Mt Bachelor Court

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

Yes

None

6/6/2017

22

500 SW Bond St

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

6/6/2017

44

Shevlin Bluffs

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

6/6/2017

25

SE Cameron Ave

Routine Inspection

NA

UIC

No

Verbal Warning

6/6/2017

46

SE Byron Ave

Routine Inspection

Open

UIC

Yes

None

6/6/2017

42

American Lane Industrial Park

Routine Inspection

In Progress

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

6/7/2017

43

Mt Bachelor Court

Email

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

Yes

Verbal Warning

6/7/2017

43

Mt Bachelor Court

Phone Call

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

Yes

None

6/8/2017

3

2305 NW Awbrey Rd

Routine Inspection

Closed

River/Surface Waters

No

None

6/9/2017

47

1928 NW Trenton Ave

Routine Inspection

NA

UIC

Yes

None

6/14/2017

24

Basecamp (15 SW Colorado Ave)

Phone Call

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

Case Progress/Comments
Site Visit; Inlet protection taken care of and saw cutting was
conducted without runoff, sediment stockpile was pushed back
from curb.
street has been cleaned and all stockpiles have been push away
from ROW.
ROW precon; Bio-bag curb cut inlet protection for the existing
catch basins; catch basins drain to drywells.
Follow-up inspection; tractor and porta-potties removed off
road
Referral from Mike Gillette; erosion from newly landscaped
hillside, erosion most likely from overwatering and
destabilization; spoke with Drew Van Nest and he is going to
check the irrigation and see if its easily fixed and get back to me
asap.
Discussed ESCs in ROW; Gabe said that he had the Gatorguard
available but it still needs to be installed
Discusses inlet protection and sed fence location
Made a site visit; street cleanup was attempted; called Drew
and he said that they have installed a pressure regulator on the
irrigation line and that they are going to install more waddling
and hydroseed to slope; also called Diane Wilcox (Mt Bachelor
GM) and notified her of the situation, she emailed me stating
that they have turned off the irrigation lines.
Received compliant from Kyle (PDE) of dust issues from
neighbor; made site visit but no active construction was being
performed; contacted builder and notified him of the compliant
and told him that he needs to water of materials are being
moved around.
Compliant investigation of stored landscape materials in the
ROW; called Ken and left a voicemail notifying him of the noncompliance issue.
drive by inspection; noticed tracking issues and sediment ramps
onto lots; need to determine the project manager
Drive by inspection; minor tracking issues coming off the site;
attributed to improperly sized cobble for construction entrance;
left voicemail with Matt.
Emailed Diane and Botanical Dev. And confirmed the actions
and timeline I expect to see; will make a follow-up site visit early
next week.
Spoke with Diane; she says that Botanical Dev wont be able to
work on it this week due to staffing issues with other projects.
More waddling will be added to the slope, the street will be
cleaned, and irrigation is shut off for the time being.
Driveway has been paved; and erosion and sediment no longer
an issue.
Met with Loren and excavator; we discussed placement of sed
fencing along with some waddling. Loren will give me a call
next week to verify correct installation.
Left voicemail for Scott to address incorrectly installed sed
fence; returned call on 6/15/17 saying that the sed fence
installation has been fixed; I will swing by today to take a look
and address if needed.

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments
Spoke with Loren about scheduling an inspection of the ESCs;
planning on it tomorrow.
ROW pre-con; Inlet Protection on plans calls out pre-fab inserts
that need to be installed asap; construction entrance needs to
be repaired.
ROW pre-con; pre-fab insert inlet protection for all grated
inlets; addition of second construction entrance is ok'd but
needs to meet spec; current construction entrance needs to be
repaired.
Landscape materials stored on the road; reported from
Christopher Blake; materials were removed by the time I got out
there

6/14/2017

47

1928 NW Trenton Ave

Phone Call

NA

UIC

No

None

6/15/2017

49

20666 Patriot Ln

Compliant Investigation

Closed

UIC

No

None

6/15/2017

4

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

Compliant Investigation

In Progress

UIC

Yes

NOV Issued

6/15/2017

43

Mt Bachelor Court

Follow-up Inspection

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

No

None

6/15/2017

48

BLS Transportation Facility

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Irrigation has been shut off; sediment has been cleaned off the
road and bio-bags have been installed for inlet protection

6/15/2017

16

1050 SW Yates Dr

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Complaint investigation; sediment in the road and filter fabric is
completely saturated with sediment; some inlets are not
protected; tracking onto the road and catch basins; NOV issued
on 6/19/2017; response deadline of a seven business days

6/20/2017

25

SE Cameron Ave

Phone Call

Open

UIC

No

Verbal Warning

complaint Investigation; called Ken and left a voicemail to clean
up his street and replace inlet protection by the end of the day;
NOV to be issued if issues arise again; Ken called back and said
that he will address the sediment issue asap; Builder named Phil
is working at adjacent property

6/22/2017

43

Mt Bachelor Court

Email

In Progress

River/Surface Waters

No

None

Email from Diane; Hydroseeding to be done by the end of next
week; irrigation has been shut off and to be inspected

6/23/2017

47

1928 NW Trenton Ave

Follow-up Inspection

NA

UIC

No

None

6/23/2017

24

Basecamp (15 SW Colorado Ave)

Follow-up Inspection

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

6/23/2017

52

1239 NE 11th st

Follow-up Inspection

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

6/23/2017

50

2050 NW 12th St

Routine Inspection

Open

UIC

Yes

Verbal Warning

Follow-up site visit; Sed fence needs to be properly trenched
and backfilled, construction entrance needs to be improved to
prevent tracking, and inlet protection needs to be installed on
ROW; email to be sent to Abe and Scott

Verbal Warning

David performed original complaint response on 6/21; Followup response, stockpile has been removed but materials and
debris are still in street; spoke to project manager and told him
that materials cant be stored in ROW and I will check back next
week.

6/23/2017

51

SFD at 2210-2256 NW Eastes St

Routine Inspection

Open

UIC

Yes

Site Visit; ECSs have been put up but sed fence is not installed
properly; I emailed Loren to inform him to fix it
Tracking onto Trenton Ave; No construction entrance; Spoke
with Chris and Derick and requested that they have a const
entrance installed by Monday. He stated that they were
washing tires before hauling, but that would cause more
tracking if there was no rock entrance. will check back with
them early next week.
Tracking onto ROW; spoke with Chris Byers CTL Const; he is
going to get drain rock and sweep the road; will check back on
Monday

Date

Site ID #

Site Name (Location)

Type of Action

City of Bend (FY2016-17)
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection Tracking Log
Education Info
Status
Drainage
Provided

Enforcement Taken

Case Progress/Comments

6/26/2017

4

2941 NW Chardonnay Ln

Compliant Investigation

In Progress

UIC

Yes

None

Site visit w/ Ryan to discuss terms of the voluntary compliance
agreement; Inlet protection has been replaced with new filter
fabric street has been swept; I emailed the details of what I
expect out of the compliance agreement; he has till 7/1 to email
it to me then every month thereafter.

6/26/2017

24

Basecamp (15 SW Colorado Ave)

Phone Call

Open

River/Surface Waters

No

None

Email received from Abe and Scott; Called Abe to address his
confusion on what needs to be corrected; no return call.

6/27/2017

53

The Pointe

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

River/Surface Waters

Yes

None

discussed flushing water discharge area; chlorine and scouring
was a concern; told them that discharging to the river was not
going to be an option; double row of sed fence is to be installed
along with const entrance next week; foreman is going to give a
call to come out and inspect

6/27/2017

54

Sportsplex

Pre-Con Meeting

NA

UIC

Yes

None

Inlet protection not called out on plans; discussed with Foreman
Cory Wilcox that bio-bags are going to be needed for curb cut
inlets and pre-fab filter inserts for the grated inlets; work should
be done after July 4th

CERTIFIED
EROSION &
SEDIMENT
CONTROL
LEAD (CESCL)
WORKSHOP

FREE
WORKSHOP
Contractors, developers, engineers, municipal inspection and construction
staff…
If you are not completely familiar with latest local or the state erosion and
sediment control requirements and best management practices, you do not
want to miss this! The City of Bend Stormwater utility is hosting a DOE
Certified Erosion & Sediment Control Lead (CESCL) workshop acceptable to
DEQ to meet state 1200C stormwater construction permit requirements.
Come learn practices to keep your soil resources where you want them,
avoiding costly project delays and costs. Presenters will include Clean Water
Technologies, LLC, Oregon DEQ and City staff. A $300 value, free to you this
year! But hurry to register as space is limited. Workshop includes an active
field component. Partial attendance may be considered, but priority will be
given to full participants.

The registration deadline is Monday February 17, 2017 at Noon.
Please register by contacting David Buchanan (City of Bend), at
dbuchanan@bendoregon.gov or 541-693-2176 with your name, agency/company and
contact information. In order to receive the CESCL certification, attendees must
participate in both days of the workshop and pass a written exam.

Monday & Tuesday,
February 27 & 28,
2017
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Lunch will be
provided!
LOCATION:
62975 Boyd Acres Rd
Bend, Oregon
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Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that you gained from
the workshop in your work?
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Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned as part of the
presentation(s).
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Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions for
improvement.
Answered: 1
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#1
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 1:57:48 PM
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 2:06:22 PM
00:08:34
98.142.36.35

Page 1: Welcome!
Q1 Please evaluate the presentation (1 being poor, 3 average, 5 excellent)
Overall Workshop
5
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Nathan Hardebeck
5
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Krista Ratliff
5
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Kyle Thomas
5
Presentations Addressed Topics as Advertised
5
Audio/Visual Quality
5

Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that
you gained from the workshop in your work?

Yes, directly

Q3 Please rank the facility and refreshments (1 being poor, 3 being average, 5 being excellent).
Facilities
5
Lunch / Refreshments
4
Comments/Suggestions for Improvements (please specify)
Combining Washington and Oregon regulations were
confusing. Would be nice to have a side b side fact sheet
to be able to keep the facts and levels straight.

Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned as part of the presentation(s).
Small construction sites release 20-150 tons/acre/ear of sediment per the USEPA
--Need to put geotextile base down first on construction site entrances to reduce the soil coming up into a muddy mess.
--compost tea will occur
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Q5 What additional stormwater training(s) would you feel would be useful (mark all that apply)?
Additional trainings on site design, and low impact development

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions
for improvement.

Respondent skipped this question
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#2
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 3:26:35 PM
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 3:35:59 PM
00:09:24
98.142.36.35

Page 1: Welcome!
Q1 Please evaluate the presentation (1 being poor, 3 average, 5 excellent)
Overall Workshop
5
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Nathan Hardebeck
5
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Krista Ratliff
5
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Wendy Edde
5
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Kyle Thomas
5
Presentations Addressed Topics as Advertised
5
Audio/Visual Quality
4
Please provide any comments/suggestions for improvement
(please specify)
Nathan could not use the Audio on some things.

Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that
you gained from the workshop in your work?

Yes, directly

Q3 Please rank the facility and refreshments (1 being poor, 3 being average, 5 being excellent).
Facilities
4
Lunch / Refreshments
5
Comments/Suggestions for Improvements (please specify)
The meeting room could have been bigger for that many
attendees.

Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned as part of the presentation(s).
Several to many to list.
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Q5 What additional stormwater training(s) would you feel would be useful (mark all that apply)?
Additional trainings on construction site management (erosion

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

control and pollution prevention)
Field-visit examples--construction site management

In-depth training (1-2 day)

Additional trainings on site design, and low impact development

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on facility sizing

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on Central Oregon Stormwater Manual

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Long-term operation and maintenance

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Illicit Discharges

In-depth training (1-2 day)

Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions
for improvement.

Respondent skipped this question
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#3
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 3:41:35 PM
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 3:42:38 PM
00:01:02
67.59.72.62

Page 1: Welcome!
Q1 Please evaluate the presentation (1 being poor, 3 average, 5 excellent)
Overall Workshop
4
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Nathan Hardebeck
5
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Krista Ratliff
4
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Wendy Edde
3
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Kyle Thomas
2
Presentations Addressed Topics as Advertised
4
Audio/Visual Quality
5

Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that
you gained from the workshop in your work?

Maybe/Not Sure

Q3 Please rank the facility and refreshments (1 being poor, 3 being average, 5 being excellent).
Facilities
4
Lunch / Refreshments
4

Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned
as part of the presentation(s).

Respondent skipped this question
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Q5 What additional stormwater training(s) would you feel would be useful (mark all that apply)?
Additional trainings on construction site management (erosion

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

control and pollution prevention)
Field-visit examples--construction site management

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on site design, and low impact development

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on facility sizing

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on Central Oregon Stormwater Manual

In-depth training (1-2 day)

Long-term operation and maintenance

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Illicit Discharges

Short training (1-2 hours)

Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions
for improvement.

Respondent skipped this question
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#4
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 4:20:16 PM
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 4:22:23 PM
00:02:06
199.7.135.186

Page 1: Welcome!
Q1 Please evaluate the presentation (1 being poor, 3 average, 5 excellent)
Overall Workshop
4
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Nathan Hardebeck
4
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Krista Ratliff
4
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Wendy Edde
3
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Kyle Thomas
4
Presentations Addressed Topics as Advertised
4
Audio/Visual Quality
4

Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that
you gained from the workshop in your work?

Yes, directly

Q3 Please rank the facility and refreshments (1 being poor, 3 being average, 5 being excellent).
Facilities
4
Lunch / Refreshments
4

Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned as part of the presentation(s).
requirements for 1200 permit and requirements of a CESCL
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Q5 What additional stormwater training(s) would you feel would be useful (mark all that apply)?
Additional trainings on construction site management (erosion

Short training (1-2 hours)

control and pollution prevention)
Field-visit examples--construction site management

Short training (1-2 hours)

Additional trainings on site design, and low impact development

Short training (1-2 hours)

Additional trainings on Central Oregon Stormwater Manual

Short training (1-2 hours)

Illicit Discharges

Short training (1-2 hours)

Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions
for improvement.

Respondent skipped this question
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#5
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Thursday, March 02, 2017 7:37:36 AM
Thursday, March 02, 2017 7:41:13 AM
00:03:36
98.142.36.35

Page 1: Welcome!
Q1 Please evaluate the presentation (1 being poor, 3 average, 5 excellent)
Overall Workshop
5
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Nathan Hardebeck
5
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Krista Ratliff
5
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Wendy Edde
5
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Kyle Thomas
5
Presentations Addressed Topics as Advertised
5
Audio/Visual Quality
5

Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that
you gained from the workshop in your work?

Yes, directly

Q3 Please rank the facility and refreshments (1 being poor, 3 being average, 5 being excellent).
Facilities
5
Lunch / Refreshments
5

Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned
as part of the presentation(s).

Respondent skipped this question
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Q5 What additional stormwater training(s) would you feel would be useful (mark all that apply)?
Additional trainings on construction site management (erosion

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

control and pollution prevention)
Field-visit examples--construction site management

In-depth training (1-2 day)

Additional trainings on site design, and low impact development

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on facility sizing

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on Central Oregon Stormwater Manual

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Long-term operation and maintenance

In-depth training (1-2 day)

Illicit Discharges

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions
for improvement.

Respondent skipped this question
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#6
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Thursday, March 02, 2017 8:01:34 AM
Thursday, March 02, 2017 8:08:52 AM
00:07:17
98.142.36.35

Page 1: Welcome!
Q1 Please evaluate the presentation (1 being poor, 3 average, 5 excellent)
Overall Workshop
4
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Nathan Hardebeck
4
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Krista Ratliff
4
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Wendy Edde
4
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Kyle Thomas
4
Presentations Addressed Topics as Advertised
5
Audio/Visual Quality
4

Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that
you gained from the workshop in your work?

Yes, directly

Q3 Please rank the facility and refreshments (1 being poor, 3 being average, 5 being excellent).
Facilities
4
Lunch / Refreshments
4

Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned as part of the presentation(s).
I learned that a witches hat in a storm drain is not the first and last line of defense. Proper BMPs should prevent most sediment from
ever reaching the storm drain.
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Q5 What additional stormwater training(s) would you feel would be useful (mark all that apply)?
Additional trainings on site design, and low impact development

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Additional trainings on Central Oregon Stormwater Manual

Short training (1-2 hours)

Illicit Discharges

Short training (1-2 hours)

Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions
for improvement.

Respondent skipped this question
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#7
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Thursday, March 02, 2017 9:06:47 AM
Thursday, March 02, 2017 9:10:14 AM
00:03:27
67.204.161.222

Page 1: Welcome!
Q1 Please evaluate the presentation (1 being poor, 3 average, 5 excellent)
Overall Workshop
4
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Nathan Hardebeck
5
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Krista Ratliff
4
Quality of thePresentation(s) Provided by: Wendy Edde
4
Quality of the Presentation(s) Provided by: Kyle Thomas
4
Presentations Addressed Topics as Advertised
4
Audio/Visual Quality
4
Please provide any comments/suggestions for improvement
(please specify)
Presenter was very knowledgeable and well-spoken.

Q2 Have you/will you be able to use the information that
you gained from the workshop in your work?

Yes,
indirectly

Q3 Please rank the facility and refreshments (1 being poor, 3 being average, 5 being excellent).
Facilities
4
Lunch / Refreshments
4

Q4 Please list one or more new things that you learned
as part of the presentation(s).

Respondent skipped this question
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Q5 What additional stormwater training(s) would you feel would be useful (mark all that apply)?
Additional trainings on Central Oregon Stormwater Manual

Mid-lenght training (1/2 - full day)

Other (please specify)
Anything more tailored to the Central Oregon climate & conditions would be helpful.

Q6 Please provide any additional comments/suggestions for improvement.
Great class but more relevant for Washington State and the western Oregon areas and not practical/applicable to our region.
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Stormwater Quality Webinars
Winter 2016

The City of Bend Stormwater Utility is sponsoring the following upcoming American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) on demand webinars. Attendance is free, each
session is 1-hour. The City will provide certificates of attendance to those who pre-register.
Date: Tuesday, December 20, 2016
Location: Eisenhower Training Room (City of Bend Utilities, 62975 Boyd Acres Rd.)

SESSION 1

(Time:10:00 am to 11:00 am)

Permeable Pavement - Design Considerations & Tips for Avoiding Failures
Purpose and Background from ASCE Website:
This webinar discusses various permeable pavement types, site considerations common to all permeable
pavements their benefits, and tips for avoiding clogging failures.
In spite of the environmental advantages of permeable pavements, in North America, they have typically
remained outside the ordinary conventions of urban design and construction. Very few state and local agencies
have standards or guidelines that can be used by practicing engineers for the design of these systems. In
response to these issues, the ASCE-EWRI UWRRC LID Task Committee on Permeable Pavement developed a
Committee Report entitled Permeable Pavements. This webinar highlights specific content from the manual
which contains individual design chapters on porous asphalt, pervious concrete, permeable interlocking concrete
pavement, and other types of permeable pavement. Design considerations that are common to all permeable
pavement systems are emphasized. In addition, common myths surrounding the practice are addressed,
including perceptions about practice strength, durability, clogging, cold climate usage, use in clay soils, and longterm performance. Attendees gain an introduction to permeable pavement technology and capability and will be
directed to the upcoming comprehensive Committee Report for more in-depth information and resources.

Instructor: Bethany Eisenberg LEED AP, A.M.ASCE & Kelly A. Lindow, PE, A.M.ASCE

SESSION 2

(Time:1:00 pm to 2:00 pm)

Construction Stormwater BMPs
Purpose and Background from ASCE Website:
Many construction projects include excavation and fill. These soil disturbing activities create the potential for
erosion and necessitate the use of Best Management Practices (BMPs). A wide variety of BMPs have been
developed, but some designers and contractors use only a few of them. Sometimes this is due to unfamiliarity
with other options and sometimes it is due to the mistaken impression that one BMP can be used for all
situations. BMPs for slopes include silt fence, slope roughening and erosion control blankets. BMPs for small
drainages include sedimentation basins, sediment traps, check dams, fiber rolls and straw bales. BMPs for inlets
include silt fence, straw bales, fiber rolls and inlet covers.

Instructor: Mark Peterson, P.E., M.ASCE

Stormwater Quality Webinars
Winter 2016

SESSION 3

(Time: 2:15 pm to 3:15 pm)

A New Approach to Applications of Sediment Transportation
Purpose and Background from ASCE Website:
Sediment transport analysis frameworks are valuable tools for jurisdictional determinations in arid systems.
These frameworks reduce project cost and time, and add to project value for jurisdictional determinations in arid
systems. Regulatory guidance under the Clean Water Act (CWA) for southwestern, arid, ephemeral streams
(ERDC 2008) directs regulators to examine moderate events with sufficient sediment transport to result in
channel widening and vegetation removal for forming the ordinary high water mark (OHWM). At least four
distinct tracts of current research have the potential to modify or compliment this regulatory guidance. The
webinar examines research in these areas that provide a framework for assessing jurisdiction in arid systems
with sediment transport toolsets. Additionally, the webinar explores how these tools can be used to assess
system habitat function in otherwise challenging stream evaluation settings.

Instructor: David A. Jaffe, Ph.D., P.E., D.WRE

INTENDED AUDIENCE
Civil engineers, contractors and inspectors involved in designing, installing or inspecting stormwater BMPs for
construction projects will benefit from this webinar.

TO REGISTER
For the webinars, please register by emailing or calling David Buchanan, City of Bend,
dbuchanan@bendoregon.gov or (541) 693-2176 with your name, agency/company, and contact information, and
which session you would like to attend. Register today—seating is limited.

Construction
Stormwater
Best Management Practices
(BMPs)

Purpose of BMPs
• Often required to meet regulations
• Real purpose is to protect water quality
• Most common pollutant of concern is
sediment
• Other pollutants include oil and grease

Mark Peterson, PE
EͲmail:mkjsredfox@gmail.com

Overview
• BMPs for slopes
• BMPs for channels and drainages
• BMPs around inlets
• BMPs for general site conditions
• BMP failures

Slope Roughening
• Uses heavy equipment to create ridges
or furrows perpendicular to slope (tractor
and disk or tracks of a dozer)
• At least 2 inches high
• Spacing equal to approximately 2 times
the height
• Can be used on slopes steeper than
3H:1V and greater than 5 feet high

Slope Roughening

BMPs for Slopes
• Options include:
• Slope roughening
• Silt fence
• Mulch
• Straw Logs/Fiber Rolls
• Erosion control blankets

Silt Fence on Slopes
• Must be anchored at least 6 inches
into the ground
• Post spacing 4’-8’
• Usually backed by wire fence
• Used for sheet flows
• Effective on flat slopes (<10%)
• Ineffective on steep slopes
• Can be effective at the toe of steep
slopes

Mulch
• Mulch is a mixture of fibers, stabilizing
emulsion and tackifiers. Can include
temporary or permanent seed mixture.
• Slopes should be roughened before
application
• On slopes, typically sprayed onto ground
• Should be reapplied after significant rain
events and additional construction
disturbance

Hydroseeding & Outlet Protection

Straw Logs/Fiber Rolls
• Straw logs or wattles are straw wrapped
with a biodegradable, photodegradable or
burlap netting
• Fiber roll is erosion control material
prefabricated in a tubular roll.
• Used on slopes to shorten slope length

Erosion Control Blankets/Mats

Fiber Rolls on Slope

Erosion Control Blankets/Mats
• Probably most effective measure on
slopes
• Many different types and manufacturers –
plastics, jute, coconut
• Usually part of permanent erosion control,
rather than temporary
• Usually seed underneath and have
enough open spaces to allow plants to
grow through – improves erosion control
and roots anchor mat

Erosion Control Blankets

• Usually biodegradable, but time period
varies
• Must be anchored at the top of the slope
• Must be extended to the toe of the slope

Erosion Control Blankets

Erosion Control Blankets

BMPs for Channels
and Drainages

Silt Fence and Vegetated Buffer

• Options include:
• Silt fence
• Erosion control blankets
• Check dams/gravel berms
• Straw bales
• Vegetated buffers

Silt Fence

Silt Fence

• Can be effective when placed adjacent to
channel or drainage
• Very ineffective when placed across
channel or drainage (not permeable)

Silt Fence

Erosion Control Blankets
• Can be used in the bottom of the channel
as well as along the slopes
• Must be well anchored throughout the
length
• Type is a function of slope, volume of
water and velocity
• Manufacturers provide good
recommendations for appropriate selection

Silt Fence

Straw Logs/Erosion Blankets

Straw Logs/Erosion Blankets

Straw Logs/Erosion Blankets

Straw Logs/Erosion Blankets

Check Dams/Gravel Berms
• Constructed of gravel, sand bags or fiber
rolls
• Generally only in small channels
(drainage areas < 10 acres)
• Can be used in steep channels
• Not used in live streams
• Use clean gravel
• Low spot needs to be in center of dam

Gravel Berm

Gravel Berm

Gravel Berm

Straw Logs

Straw Logs

Straw Bale Barriers

Note location of low spot

Straw Bale Barriers
• Straw bales can be staked down to create
a sediment barrier.
• Bales should be at least 18 inches high
and set at least 4 inches below grade
• Must have the low spot over the straw
bales, not around the edge

BMPs around Inlets

BMPs around Inlets
• Options include:
• Silt fence
• Straw bales
• Straw logs
• Inlet inserts

Curb Inlet Filter

• Silt fence, straw bales and straw logs
can be effective. However, essentially no
water goes through any of these BMPs
• Gravel berm can be more effective –
water can go through

Gravel Berm around Inlet

Inlet Inserts
• Wide variety of manufacturers make
many different types of inserts
• Require frequent maintenance
• Typically expensive for construction
sites, but may be necessary depending
on regulatory environment and quality of
receiving water

Inlet Inserts

BMPs for General
Site Conditions
• Options include:
• Sediment traps
• Gravel entrances
• Truck Washing

Inlet Protection

Sediment Trap

Gravel Entrance/Truck Washing

BMP Failures
• Failures are usually a result of one of
three possibilities:
• Inappropriate selection of BMP
• Poor installation or maintenance of
BMP
• Extreme rainfall event

Gravel Entrance

Silt Fence around Inlet

Silt Fence in Channel

Silt Fence

Fiber Rolls around Inlet

Straw Logs - Wrapped

Sediment Tracking–Lack of BMPs

Normal Condition

Lack of BMPs

Extreme Event

Introduction: Semi-arid
Southwestern Streams

A New Approach to Application of
Sediment Transport for
Jurisdictional Assessment in the
Arid Southwest



The present study examines four
distinctly different approaches to
sediment transport analysis and
draws attention to their similarities.



The similarities noted in the
literature review are considered in
light of ACOE regulatory guidance
for jurisdictional determinations in
arid southwestern streams.



How to assess impacts to semi-arid
systems is considered in parallel
focusing on physical and temporal
scale, as well as indicators of water
and sediment discharge.

December 4, 2013
David A. Jaffe, PhD, PE, D.WRE
Project Manager, AECOM

CDFG (2010) Dryland Stream Processes and Forms
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Introduction: Semi-arid
Southwestern Streams

Concepts: Inman and Jenkins
(1999)




Streams in semi-arid
Southwestern US are frequently
ephemeral or intermittent (>66%
in California).

The authors examined ENSO-scale
climate fluctuations and the impact
on sediment flux.





The high flow events that shape
these systems are not typically
“ordinary.” Treturn >> 2 yrs.

Focus on 20 largest streams from
Monterey to Tijuana, including those
with dams.





Variability in flood magnitudes in
dryland streams is much greater,
and the discharge of their larger
floods tends to be significantly
greater than the mean annual
flow.

Stream flow (m3/yr) and suspended
sediment flux (ton/yr) taken from
historical USGS records or rating
curves.



Rating curve taken as QvaQsb was
used to develop correlation.

CDFG (2010) Dryland Stream Processes and Forms
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Concepts: Inman and Jenkins
(1999)






Takeaway: Inman and Jenkins
(1999)

Cumulative residuals used to
delineate ENSO cycles [ܳ ൌ
σሺܳ െ ܳത ሻ].

ENSO-related climate fluctuations
generally agree with sediment flux
trends (e.g. periods of low sediment
flux, and dry climate, are shown as
decreasing residuals). See 1969.



During dry climates, valley fill exceeds stream cutting. During wet
climates, stream cutting exceeds valley fill. In the long term, valley fill
and stream cutting balance (excluding other factors).



Larger events or periods of events yield more sediment than smaller
periods or events by a factor of five and 27, respectively.

Mean sediment flux of rivers during
wet periods exceeds that during the
dry periods by a factor of about five.
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Concepts: Inman and Jenkins
(1999)


Suspended sediment flux caused by
the three largest wet period events is
27 times greater than during the
preceding dry period.



Suspended sediment flux in 1969 is
25 times greater compared to the
entire proceeding dry period
combined.



Flux during first ENSO-related events
has finer particles than later in the
period since fines scoured during
earlier events leave a higher
percentage of coarse material in the
bed.

Concepts: Sear (2002)
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The author studied how duration
and magnitude of events in
streams alter bedload transport.



Examined measured transport over
4 years, 75 events, largest being
TR=50 yrs.



Bedload dominated by range CS
(~70 mm) to MG (~16 mm).



Author compared power above
bedload threshold to transport.
Variation appears to be a function
of bank erosion or limitation of
upstream sediment supply.
8
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Concepts: Sear (2002)



Historically assumed that events
with high Q and long T were the
most geomorphologically active.



High Q events are effective
sediment transporters since they
can break up armor layers and
entrain deep sediment.

Concepts: Hecht (1993)

Long T events are effective
sediment transporters because of
the continuity between up- and
down-stream sediment sources.





Episodic change is a hallmark of
semi-arid riparian systems.



Disturbance intervals on the order of
the maturation of riparian woodland.



Reset events will experience
velocities that exceed root ball
strength.



Following-event debris is stored in
channel; some debris is reduced by
subsequent flows. Event-generated
sediment passes through system
O(2-5) years.
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Concepts & Takeaway: Hecht
(1993)

Takeaway: Sear (2002)



The dominance of discrete upstream sources of bedload is more closely
associated with the duration of event above the threshold for transport
than event magnitude.



The magnitude of the event is still significant, because it determines not
only the power available to initiate transport, but also conditions
duration, hence access to vertically segregated sediment sources.



Reset events cause less-thancomplete disruption to local
geomorphology and habitat.



Post-event increases in sediment
transport help to accelerate
habitat reestablishment,
particularly in riparian systems.



Larger events may fundamentally
alter system. Channel widening
and location shifts may occur.
Aerial photography of Santa Clara River
bed changes resulting from the January,
2005 event.
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Concepts: Jaffe (2009)

Concepts: Jaffe (2009)



There is significant lack of historic flow data in semi-arid southwestern
streams. Many design standards require analysis of long-term bed changes.



Some standards discuss statistical procedures to represent long-term trends
(i.e., ACOE TD-13, FEMA REHA).



It is unclear if statistically-generated, long-term hydrographs will produce a
bed response similar to that produced using historic data in one-dimensional
sediment transport models.



Total water volume discharged
during extended periods is the
controlling factor with respect
to bedload transport.



A series of flashy events with
high hydrograph peaks and
short duration resulted in less
long-term bed change than
longer durations but lower
peaks.



When total hydrograph volume
was equal, long-term bed
change was equal.

USGS STREAM GAGE 11069500 MEAN DAILY DISCHARGE (CFS)
8000
7000

DISCHARGE

COMPARISON OF RESULTS BY METHOD
AVERAGE
VOLUME AVERAGE
BED CHANGE
(CFS*DAY) Q (CFS)
(FT)

METHOD

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000

HISTORICAL
BINNED
REPRESENTATIVE

4.0
4.0
4.5

341769
356000
366594

9959
10171
16663

1000
0
3/1/1919

11/7/1932

7/17/1946

3/25/1960

12/2/1973

8/11/1987

4/19/2001
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Concepts: Jaffe (2009)



Three types of data were
considered: historical derived
data, representative statistical
data, and purely probabilistic
data.
The latter represents a different
statistical distribution.

San Jacinto River Upstream of San Jacinto Scaled Historical and
Statistical Discharge vs Time for the 60-Year Design Discharge
Horizon



Results suggest that reset is observable in long-term model output for
aggrading systems, and that reset is a function of the intermittent nature
of semi-arid southwest hydrology – no bedload transport for low
discharge events.



Results suggest that reset is a function of total runoff volume and
average discharge, not peak discharge, in aggrading systems.



Results suggest that statistical modeling is an acceptable technique in
aggrading systems in the absence of historical data if the volumes and
average discharges are appropriately estimated.

Scaled Historical Discharge
50000
Scaled Statistical Binned Discharge

45000

Scaled Representative Statistical
Discharge

40000
Discharge (cfs)



Takeaway: Jaffe (2009)

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
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Time (significant flow days over 60 years)

11069500DailyAveragesScaledSothatYearlyMaxofDailyAveragesHasLP3WithQ100=DesignFlowrate
%Eventsperyear
LowerClassLimit

Value

#Members

A

3.00

560

B

LowerClassQ
1000
5000

(neglectyearswithnodata)

%Eventsper60years

6.83

409.76

3.70

27

0.33

19.76

C

4.00

18

10000

0.22

13.17

D

4.30

3

20000

0.04

2.20

E

4.70

0

50000

0.00

0.00

F

5.00

0

100000

0.00

0.00
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Guidance: ACOE (2008)


OHWM (33CFR328.3) is a defining
element for the later limits of nonwetland waters.



Similarities between the bankfull zone
of perennial channels and low-flow
features of E/I channels.



Low-flow zone of E/I is transitory during
moderate (5-10 yr ) events, and lowflow features are dynamic.



Moderate events are capable of
carrying the largest proportion of
sediment over time, making them
dominant or effective discharges.

Implications


Arid systems with long reset intervals will
have greater jurisdictional areas than
similar systems with short reset intervals.



As arid systems tend toward perennial
behavior, the jurisdictional area should
approach that defined by the Channel
Forming Discharge.



The reset event is expected to occur at
intervals greater than the initiation of
significant sediment transport.



The variability in reset event intervals as
a function of watershed or stream size is
presently not well understood.

ACOE (2008) ERDC/CRREL TR-08-12

CDFG (2010) Dryland Stream Processes
and Forms
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Guidance: ACOE (2008)


OHW zone in E/I channel in Arid
West is the active floodplain.



The active floodplain functions in
the same manner as a bankfull
channel in perennial systems.



Effective discharges in arid
channels align well with the
boundary of an active floodplain.



Because of systemic dynamism
changes in equilibrium can result
in problematic or complex
boundaries.

Implications Takeaway


Jurisdiction should strongly correlate with the initiation of significant
bedload transport.

ACOE (2008) ERDC/CRREL TR-08-12

Google Earth Image, coalescing alluvial fan, California.
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The Need for Jurisdictional &
Related Assessments


Why do we need to assess?



What are we trying to assess?



What tools do we have to assess?

Assessment Challenges and
Considerations (SCCWRP 2013)


E/I streams are highly variable
systems over space and time
(episodic).



Difficult to discern anthropogenic
impacts from patterns of natural
disturbance.



Subtle field indicators.



“Biological” assessment tools and
indicators may not be appropriate
proxies.
SCCWRP (2013) Improving Assessment
Tools for California’s Episodic Streams

Google Earth Image,
Borrego Canyon Wash, CA
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Metric Development Model
(SCCWRP 2013)

Sediment Transport & Assessment



How can we assess effects to these systems over the different spatial,
temporal and DISCHARGE scales?



To address this question several concepts should be stressed about
assessment in E/I streams:
- Need to assess a wider spatial scale than in perennial streams;
- Need to monitor and assess over longer time periods;
- Need to consider indicators of flow and sediment;
- Need to consider a range of discharges.



One of the big challenges with semi-arid systems is that once the
system is out of equilibrium (e.g., sediment deficit) relatively modest
increases in runoff can have dramatic effects.

22



One possibility is to follow the
CRAM model.



There are metrics where existing
CRAM metrics are appropriate (i.e.,
hydromod assessment) (green).



There are situations where CRAM
metrics can be used, but
modification is needed (yellow).



There are situations where
conceptual foundation of metric
does not apply to episodic channels
and a new metric needs to be
developed (i.e., channel stability).

SCCWRP (2013) CRAM-based assessment matrix example.
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Considerations for Assessment Metric
Development (SCCWRP 2013)


Conducting baseline evaluations on ranges of values for key indicators
of interest (field) should consider overall planform structure vs.
floodplain/in-channel features.



Identify the semi-stable field indicators or macro-structures, which are
less variable over time.



Acknowledgements

Identify indicators of repeating patterns of flow or sediment movement,
and their prevalence across active floodplain.



Focus on features that provide a basis of habitat formation to enforce a
diversity of substrate types and physical features.



Assessment metric development is the next step for several utilities.



Aaron Allen, PhD, USACOE



Eric Stein, PhD, SCCWRP



Barry Hecht, MS, PG, CEG, CHG, Balance Hydrologics
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How to Obtain Webinar Certificate

Visit www.asce.org/WebinarCertificate and follow the brief instructions
listed. Group attendees must use the “Order Number” – obtained from
your Webinar Purchaser or Coordinator – to obtain a certificate.
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